# Pre-Education Option

This option is offered within the following major(s):

- Liberal Studies - College of Liberal Arts (http://catalog.oregonstate.edu/college-departments/liberal-arts/liberal-studies/liberal-studies-ba-bs-hba-hbs)

The BA or BS degree in Liberal Studies may be used to prepare for a teacher licensure program.

## Code | Title | Hours
--- | --- | ---
**Pre-Education Option Core**
Computer Science | 4
Contemporary Global Issues | 3
Cultural Diversity | 3
Difference, Power, and Discrimination | 3
Education | 3
HDFS 311 | INFANT AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT | 4
HDFS 313 | ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT | 4
HHS 231 | *LIFETIME FITNESS FOR HEALTH | 2
HHS 241 | *LIFETIME FITNESS (or any PAC course) | 1-2
GEOG 105 | *GEOGRAPHY OF THE NON-WESTERN WORLD | 6
& GEOG 106 | and *GEOGRAPHY OF THE WESTERN WORLD | 6
Literature | 9
MTH 211 | *FOUNDATIONS OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS | 12
& MTH 212 | and FOUNDATIONS OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS | 12
& MTH 390 | and FOUNDATIONS OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS | 12
PSY 201 | *GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY | 6
& PSY 202 | and *GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY | 6
Science (Bacc core plus two additional from approved list) | 18-20
Science, Technology and Society | 3
Spanish: strongly recommended
Speech, Writing I, II | 9
Select one of the following U.S. History courses: | 4
HST 201 | *HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES | 4
HST 202 | *HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES | 4
HST 203 | *HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES | 4
Plus 6 additional history credits | 6
**College of Liberal Arts Core**
Select 12 credits | 12
**One Specialization**
Select one distinct interdisciplinary specialization: | 45
Behavioral Science
Fine Arts
Language Arts
Russian Language and Culture
Social Studies
Spanish Language and Latino(a) Studies

---

1. *This fulfills the baccalaureate core.*
2. Contact Tristen Shay at 541-737-0561 for detailed information.